Naomi Stocks, Committee Clerk for the Equality, Local Government and Communities Committee
CC: Members of the Committee
National Assembly for Wales
Cardiff Bay
Cardiff
CF99 1NA

Frances Beecher,
Chair of End Youth Homelessness Cymru,
23 Cathedral Road,
Cardiff
CF11 9HA

Dear Ms Stocks

Following the decision by the Equality, Local Government and Communities Committee to undertake additional follow up work into rough sleeping in Wales, I understand that members will hold an evidence session with the Minister for Housing and Local Government on Thursday of this week.

I wanted to make you and committee members aware of recent research which highlights the need for both LGBTQ+-friendly, gender neutral and gender-specific accommodation if Wales is to properly support those at risk of homelessness before they reach crisis point and potentially become rough sleepers of the future.

The End Youth Homelessness Cymru campaign’s recent publication of the ‘Out on the Streets: LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness in Wales’ report makes clear that LGBTQ+ young people in Wales are disproportionately overrepresented in the wider homeless population and are more likely to leave their family or stable accommodation to escape emotional, mental or sexual abuse. Despite this, they are underserved by support services specifically designed to meet their needs.

We argue that the focus to ending rough sleeping must shift from costly crisis interventions which have limited success, to investment in appropriate, and sometimes bespoke, preventative approaches which can achieve real change. The Welsh Government’s recent commitment, via the Innovation Fund, to deliver an LGBTQ+ supported accommodation project in Rhyl is to be applauded, and we hope that this can be replicated in other parts of Wales in the future. However, much more is needed in terms of training for those working with LGBTQ+ young people, additional specific accommodation for a range of specific needs and strategic planning, if we are to adequately support young people at risk of homelessness and prevent a future generation of people forced into rough sleeping.
The Welsh Government’s Homelessness Action Group has stated that ‘first and foremost it will look at prevention’ and we would urge both the Minister for Housing and Local and Committee Members to ensure that future policy and spending priorities in the next homelessness action plan includes a specific strand of preventative actions for young people, with support services for those most at risk, including LGBTQ+ young people, in particular.

I attach a copy of the ‘Out On the Streets: LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness in Wales’ report for your information and hope that it will in some small way help inform your committee’s work and future scrutiny sessions.

Yours Sincerely,

Frances Beecher, Chief Executive of Llamau and Chair of End Youth Homelessness Cymru
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OUT ON THE STREETS – LGBTQ+ YOUTH HOMELESSNESS IN WALES

The Research Team

Peer Researchers

For reasons of anonymity, the details of the peer researchers involved are not shared here. The peer research team are a group of young people who identify as LGBTQ+ and have experienced homelessness in Wales. The group were trained by Shelter Cymru in peer research methodology and ethics.

End Youth Homelessness Cymru

The peer researchers were supported by the End Youth Homelessness Cymru team. End Youth Homelessness Cymru is a coalition of organisations, ranged across a variety of sectors and led by Llamau, working to end youth homelessness in Wales by 2027.

The team consisted of: Hugh Russell – Project Manager; Emily Jenkins – Project Coordinator; and Jemma Bridgeman – Policy and Research Officer.

Shelter Cymru

Edith England contributed significantly to this report, inputting data from her work with trans homeless people. Edith has worked in the fields of equalities and welfare/housing rights for many years. She is currently a PhD Researcher in the School of Geography and Planning at Cardiff University, supervised by Dr Peter Mackie. Her thesis explored the changing nature of rights and responsibilities under the Housing (Wales) Act 2014.

For young LGBTQ+ homeless people in Wales the extent and depth of challenges is stark. This report details their experiences and highlights the additional factors they experience because of their sexual orientation and/or gender identity. These include greater risk of psychological harm, substance misuse problems and exposure to sexual exploitation.

We know that LGBTQ+ young people are overrepresented in the general homeless population, more likely to leave stable accommodation to escape family rejection, domestic or sexual abuse and at greater risk of harm when homeless than non-LGBTQ+ young people. Despite this, they are underserved by support services designed to respond to their specific needs. It is unsurprising, though no less concerning, therefore that levels of trust in services are low amongst LGBTQ+ young people.

This research also includes the views of those working with young people and research from around the globe. We have highlighted examples of best practise and made a series of recommendations for all those responsible for eradicating and preventing youth homelessness.

Ultimately, we all have a responsibility to listen to young people and hear what it is they say is needed. Reading the first-hand accounts of LGBTQ+ young people in the pages which follow should move each and every one of us to action.

Andrew White

Director, Stonewall Cymru

Thanks to the following organisations for funding this report and ‘Cai’s Story’, a short film available on the Llamau website, which will be used alongside this report to raise awareness of the issue of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness in Wales:
Aim

The purpose of this report is to enhance the knowledge and capabilities of policy makers and practitioners on how best to deliver services which improve the situations of young LGBTQ+ people who are vulnerable to homelessness in Wales.

We set out to achieve this aim by meeting a set of objectives, noted below:

- To develop an understanding of what specific issues are faced by young LGBTQ+ people who are homeless or vulnerable to homelessness
- To learn what interventions and support are needed, contrasting this with an understanding of what is currently available.
- To amplify the voices of young LGBTQ+ people on the issue of youth homelessness.
- To recommend a series of proposals which will ensure that LGBTQ+ youth homelessness becomes rare, brief and non-recurrent.

A Note on Terminology and Definitions

For the purposes of this report, we have chosen to use the term LGBTQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Trans and Queer, with the + representing inclusion of other identities to represent other non-cisgender and non-heterosexual groups). This decision was made in consultation with the young people who worked on the project as peer researchers, as they felt it was the term most likely to resonate with their peers. This definition will be deviated from only when making reference to data collected by others (e.g. the Office for National Statistics’ use of LGB) or when making specific differentiation between members of the wider group, e.g. when discussing the specific experiences of trans people. Where the term ‘trans’ is used, it is included as an umbrella term to describe people whose gender is not the same as, or does not sit comfortably with, the sex they were assigned at birth, as per Stonewall’s guidance. Some trans people are also LGBTQ+.

At the time of writing, a European definition of youth homelessness is under development by FEANTSA, the European homelessness network. Pending its publication, for the purposes of this report, the Canadian definition (as recently used in influential reports on the subject by the Wales Centre for Public Policy) has been used:

“‘Youth homelessness’ refers to the situation and experience of young people between the ages of 13 and 24 who are living independently of parents and/or caregivers, but do not have the means or ability to acquire a stable, safe or consistent residence.”


Part 1: Introduction

Why study LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness?

The decision to research the issue of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness was, in large part, reached due to the rising numbers of LGBTQ+ young people accessing the services of Llamau, a charity which supports young homeless people in Wales and which is the lead partner in the End Youth Homelessness Cymru coalition.

Llamau’s in-house data monitoring service has demonstrated a year-on-year increase in the proportion of LGBT young people (under 25) accessing supported housing. Statistics for 2017/18 demonstrate that 9% of those accessing Llamau’s supported housing services classify themselves as LGBT, up from 8% in the previous year and 7% the year before that.3 By contrast, the ONS’ most recent data collection on this issue showed that “in 2016 in the UK, 4.1% of the population aged 16 to 24 identified as lesbian, gay or bisexual (LGB).”4 There are no equivalent figures for the trans population, but it is believed to be less than 1% of the population as a whole.5

This suggests that the LGBTQ+ community is disproportionately affected by youth homelessness. This assertion is supported by similar findings in research undertaken elsewhere in the UK (Albert Kennedy Trust found that 24% of the youth homelessness population across the UK identified as LGBT, for example).6 Research from elsewhere in the world supports this point: a recent study in America found that “young adults, ages 18 to 25, who identified as LGBTQ experienced homelessness within the last 12 months at over twice the rate of their heterosexual peers who identified as their birth gender”7, for instance.8

The in-house data collected by Llamau also demonstrates that LGBT young people are more likely to be made homeless as a result of family breakdown than their non-LGBT peers. The data for the last 5 years shows a year-on-year (with one slight exception, when the figure dropped by 1% in 2017/18) increase in this reason being given for young LGBT people’s homelessness, up from 26% in 2013/14 to 35% in 2017/18. By contrast, the number of young people who do not identify as LGBT becoming homeless due to family breakdown has stayed static at between 22 and 23% over the same period.

Llamau’s data suggests a significantly higher preponderance of mental health issues among LGBT young people; in 2017/18 72% of the young homeless LGBT people accessing supported housing were experiencing mental ill health at the start of support, compared to 64% of their non-LGBT peers. The last 5 years’ data suggest that mental ill health is broadly rising amongst non-LGBT young homeless people at the start of support (up from 46% in 2013/14 to 64% in 2017/18). The figure for LGBT young people has remained relatively stable, from a peak of 78% in 2013/14 to 72% in 2017/18.

The in-house data collected by Llamau also demonstrates that LGBT young people are more likely to be made homeless as a result of family breakdown than their non-LGBT peers. The data for the last 5 years shows a year-on-year (with one slight exception, when the figure dropped by 1% in 2017/18) increase in this reason being given for young LGBT people’s homelessness, up from 26% in 2013/14 to 35% in 2017/18. By contrast, the number of young people who do not identify as LGBT becoming homeless due to family breakdown has stayed static at between 22 and 23% over the same period.

The reasons for these statistics are open to interpretation but, by this measure, a disproportionately high number of young people who experience homelessness in Wales are LGBTQ+. This fact, plus a lack of recent research on the issue in Wales, meant that it was imperative that LGBTQ+ youth homelessness was better understood as part of End Youth Homelessness Cymru’s wider goal.

3 Source: Llamau’s bespoke data capture tool ‘Demon’.
Legislative Context

In the UK, the Equality Act (2010) outlawed discrimination because of sexual orientation or gender identity. Local Authorities are expected to pay due regard to the Equality Act when exercising their functions under the Housing (Wales) Act 2014. Welsh Government guidance on exercising the functions of the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 states that local authorities and their partners should ensure allocation policies are sensitive to the particular difficulties experienced by LGBT people such as homophobic harassment. The guidance also states local authorities and their partners should ensure their staff receive training on trans issues. The guidance lists the needs of LGBT people amongst particular households that need specific types of information and advice, particularly when this advice is needed to prevent homelessness. Under the Public Sector Equality Duty, local authorities (and other bodies performing a public service, such as housing associations) have a duty to advance equality of opportunity among groups with protected characteristics.

Evidence for this report has been collected via a mixed-methods approach, outlined below. In summary this consisted of:

- Semi-structured interviews with LGBTQ+ young people in receipt of support;
- Longer, semi-structured interviews with young trans people, including both those who had received help and support from homelessness services, and those who had not;
- A survey of local authority and third sector homelessness staff;
- Several meetings of a working group of experts in the fields of LGBTQ+ issues and youth homelessness;
- A desk-based literature review.

Methodology

Shelter Cymru provided training in research methods for a group of young LGBTQ+ people who had experienced homelessness and were living in supported housing, with either Llamau or GISDA. The training was undertaken over two days and included time to discuss and agree terminology, as well as to confirm the questions to be included in a peer survey. 7 young people participated in this process, of whom 5 went on to work as peer researchers.

Participant recruitment for this element of the study was more time-consuming than had been anticipated and ultimately provided fewer interviewees than had been hoped, despite an incentive (a shopping voucher) being offered and a number of recruitment methods being employed. Posters and flyers were shared online and posted on the walls of supported housing for young homelessness people across Wales; flyers were distributed at Pride in Cardiff and we asked that the peer researchers participate in recruitment by telling their peers about the project (N.B. peer researchers were never paired with individuals they already knew, for ethical reasons). To increase the numbers of participants, additional interviews were undertaken with the peer researchers directly, carried out by members of the research team. The research team also interviewed participants directly at times when Peer Researchers were unavailable.

The interviews were all undertaken using the same co-designed survey, with prompts to expand offered to the participants, where appropriate. In all, 10 interviews were undertaken between Summer 2018 and Spring 2019.

Participants were assured of anonymity and all names and identifying details have been changed. A key distinction between the two participant groups is that, despite efforts to recruit more broadly, the first participant group were ultimately recruited exclusively from among young people who were in supported housing or had recently moved on, so had all been through the homelessness system. The participants from group 2 (more on whom anon) were not recruited via services and thus had, in some cases, markedly different experiences. Almost all of this second group had some involvement with services, notably youth services, social care services and/or mental health services. However, only around half had formally made a homelessness application, despite these services typically being aware of their homelessness.

The report is structured around, and draws primarily from, the interviews with Participant Group 1, who were predominantly LGB. Where appropriate, interviews with the second group are used to supplement these findings.
Participant Group 2 (Young Trans People)

The element of the study which covers trans homelessness was undertaken by Edith England, as part of a study of trans homelessness in general (as opposed to our youth-focused approach), ‘Homelessness Among Trans People in Wales’.13

The Shelter Cymru study consisted of long, narrative interviews with 25 trans people who had experienced homelessness. A majority of these had first been homeless before the age of 25, and around half were still under 25 at the time of interview. Participants were recruited for the Shelter Cymru study primarily via social media and approaches to gatekeeper organisations. Recruitment and interviews took place between early 2018-19.

Trans participants had a mixture of gender identities, with the majority identifying as trans men or trans women. However, a significant minority identified as non-binary or had another trans identity. It is also important to note that some trans people are also members of the LGBQ+ community, and their comments were informed by this experience.

Interviews lasted between 60-120 minutes on average. They were recorded and transcribed professionally. An interview schedule was used to guide the questions.

As with group 1, participants were assured of anonymity and all names and identifying details have been changed.

An early decision was taken to incorporate some of the findings from the ongoing Shelter Cymru study into the study above, despite significant methodological differences. This was primarily to avoid re-sampling the same small group, and hence reduce participant burden: the trans community is small, and of intense curiosity for researchers, and there is increasing concern about the impact upon community members of being over-researched.

Youth Homelessness Workers

For comparative purposes it was important that we studied the experiences and attitudes of adult staff working with young homeless people. We took two approaches to doing so. This was done through an electronic survey, via Survey Monkey, to individuals who have contact with homeless young people, or those at risk of becoming so. These surveys were distributed via the following networks:

- The Local Authority Homelessness Network, to garner the views of local authority homelessness team staff;
- Cymorth Cymru, to garner the views of third-sector support providers;
- ADSS Cymru (the association of Directors of Social Services in Wales), to garner the views of local authority Directors and Heads of Children’s Services and Heads of Adults Services.

Insight from Experts

Further to the surveys of young people and those working with them, we have also included the findings of a working group made up of experts in the areas of homelessness and LGBTQ+ issues, which met 7 times across 2018 and 2019 to discuss the issue of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness. A summary of their findings is included as part of this report.

Desk-Based Literature Review

This report is underpinned by a literature review, the purpose of which is to ensure that the recommendations are supported by up-to-date research findings from other, relevant studies.

Review of findings with young people

The findings of the report have been discussed with homelessness-experienced LGBTQ+ young people, in order to ensure that what we propose is acceptable to those for whom the changes would be made.

---

Part 2: Literature Review

Key Findings of the Literature Review:

• LGBTQ+ young people are disproportionately overrepresented in the wider homelessness population. Despite this, they are underserved by support services designed to respond to their specific needs.

• The predominant cause of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness is family breakdown, with abuse at home a greater risk for LGBTQ+ young people. LGBTQ+ young people are increasingly coming out to friends and family at a younger age, suggesting an increased level of vulnerability amongst future LGBTQ+ youth.

• Young, LGBTQ+, homeless people are highly likely to experience mental ill-health and more likely to leave home as a result of this, than their non-LGBTQ+ peers. Similarly, they face greater risk of violence, discrimination and sexual exploitation than non-LGBTQ+ young homeless people.

• LGBTQ+ youth homelessness is an under-researched area; issues worthy of further examination include the use of social media within the LGBTQ+ community to gain access to accommodation and, in the few instances in which they are available, the effectiveness of LGBTQ+ focussed services to prevent youth homelessness.

• Accurate data collection is an area of considerable difficulty, but services can improve understanding of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness by both looking to their own data-capture methods and taking steps to provide a welcoming and trustworthy service for LGBTQ+ youth.

“LGBTQ+ homeless youth is a major public health concern that has significant consequences for a young person’s physical and psychosocial well-being.”14

Introduction

This review aims to present the key points from the (limited) literature on LGBTQ+ youth homelessness, covering both the specific issues faced by young LGBTQ+ people who are homeless or vulnerable to homelessness and presenting information on how services might effectively respond to this issue. Much of the available literature comes from North America and the UK, so it is from these areas that most of this review draws its source material.

“Homeless youth who identify as LGBTQ+ are one of the most marginalised and disenfranchised groups in society. Nevertheless, the multifarious pathways to homelessness in LGBTQ+ youth remain understudied”.15

“LGBTQ+ homeless youth is a major public health concern that has significant consequences for a young person’s physical and psychosocial well-being.”14


17 As 15 (McCann, E. & Brown, M).
Young LGBTQ+ People’s Experiences of Homelessness

Extent of the representation of LGBTQ+ Youth in Homeless Populations

Although limited, the available literature on LGBTQ+ youth homelessness consistently points toward an overrepresentation of young LGBTQ+ people among wider homeless populations. The University of Chicago undertook a nationally representative phone survey to identify how common, or prevalent, youth homelessness in America. They interviewed 26,161 young people during 2016 – 2017. The findings indicate one in 10 young adults, aged 18 to 25 and one in 30, 13 to 17 year olds, experience homelessness over the course of a year. According to the findings of the survey LGBT youth had a 120% increased risk of experiencing homelessness over the lifespan, with a tenth having been homeless repeatedly.

Young LGBTQ+ People’s Invisibility in the Planning Process

Young LGBTQ+ youth are more likely to find themselves invisible, than heterosexual and cisgender youth, reporting LGBT young people make up 24% of the homeless population. Coolhart & Brown suggest that because LGBTQ+ youth experience homelessness at a disproportionate rate, it logically follows they represent a disproportionate number of young people using housing and homelessness services. Respondents to a UK study looking at the extent to which sexual orientation played a part in individuals’ housing crises suggested that their sexual orientation had played a significant role in triggering housing breakdowns and that for up to a third of LGBT people this crisis had been prompted by their family’s inability to accept their sexual orientation. Young people reported they had been physically abused and/or kicked out of home once they revealed their sexuality. The same report described the hitherto invisible and increasing population in England of LGBT young homeless people and again, their fieldwork suggested a disproportionate overrepresentation of LGBT young people in the wider homeless population. Moreover, because their needs may differ from the needs of non-LGBT+ peers, they are not being addressed by service providers. This could be because LGBT youth are making themselves invisible to avoid homophobic bullying or because they are being made invisible by the heteronormative assumptions of others. This in turn can reinforce LGBTQ+ young people’s invisibility in the planning and delivery of housing services and contributes to their scarce coverage within research.

Causes of LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness

The literature suggests that young people are coming out at younger ages; the average age at which people come out to their communities has dropped from post-university age in the 1990s to 16, meaning more and more young people are coming out while they are still economically dependent on their families. While this may imply that younger people are feeling more comfortable expressing themselves (and possibly that younger people are more accepting and understanding of LGBT+ issues), the response from family is not always positive: the most common reason for a young LGBT+ person to become homeless is parents’ rejection of sexual orientation or gender identity. There is thus a risk that future LGBT+ youth who experience homelessness will be younger and thus even more vulnerable than they are now.

Mental Health, Substance Misuse and Risk of other Harms to Homeless LGBT+ Youth

De Paul’s ‘Danger Zones and Stepping Stones’ report notes that of a survey of 712 young people who have experienced homelessness across the UK 16% were LGBT. This group showed a number of vulnerabilities which suggest that they are more likely to come to harm than non-LGBT young people who experience homelessness:


24 As 22 (Dunne et al, 2002)
The majority (59 percent) of survey respondents lost their stable accommodation when they were younger than 18, and were, therefore, in temporary living arrangements as children... LGBT young people were more likely than non-LGBT young people to say they had left stable accommodation: to escape emotional or mental abuse (36 percent compared with 17 percent); to escape violent abuse (21 percent compared with 12 percent), or because of their own mental health issues (21 percent compared with eight percent).

As well as the risk of psychological harm and substance misuse, the literature states that there are many more challenges facing LGBTQ+ youth; these can include obtaining safe shelter, staying in school, earning money and accessing social support and health services. Whilst these are challenges shared by non-LGBTQ+ young people, they are often compounded by risks encountered on the streets and within support services which heterosexual and cisgender homeless youth are highly unlikely to experience, largely due to homophobic and transphobic violence and discrimination. These additional risks mean that homeless LGBTQ+ youth are more likely to experience violence and discrimination, develop substance misuse problems, be exposed to sexual exploitation, and engage in higher levels of risky sexual behaviour, than their non-LGBT counterparts.

Prock & Kennedy note that LGBTQ+ homeless youth report higher rates of sexual victimisation, mental illness and substance misuse when compared to their heterosexual, cisgender homeless counterparts.

### Survival Sex

With limited legal methods of supporting themselves, research suggests that many LGBTQ+ young people are forced to engage in sex work to meet their basic needs. Walls and Bell define this as survival sex—a consequence of poverty and economic dependence. Homeless youth who engage in survival sex are at increased risk of mental illness and at significant risk of contracting sexually transmitted infections. Prock and Kennedy show that LGBTQ+ youth who experience sexual abuse before their first incidence of homelessness are more likely to report considerably greater sexual victimisation when homeless than LGBTQ+ young people who had not been abused as children. Sexual victimisation can include unwanted sexual encounters, sexual assault or rape, or engaging in survival sex.

---
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---

While survival sex, sometimes known as sex for rent, is not a new issue, the use of social media platforms to advertise accommodation in return for sex means it is perhaps easier to solicit than before. WHQ (2018) cite the findings of Shelter Cymru’s 2017 YouGov survey that 3% of women and 2% of men who were private tenants were propositioned for sex in exchange for rent by their landlord in the last five years. This could equate to 6,900 women and 4,600 men at risk of this phenomenon in Wales.
Service Responses to LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness

Data Collection

While evidence suggests that LGBTQ+ young people are overrepresented in the youth homeless population, as laid out above, we do not know the true extent of the issue because providers do not always collect data on sexual orientation or gender identity and, even when they do, there is a reluctance to disclose on the part of the presenting young person. Research on LGB housing issues in Wales in 2006 found that a lack of monitoring data acted as a barrier to understanding LGB housing need and prevented the provision of appropriate responses.

Not only does the literature suggest that data collection is an area for improvement from the perspective of service providers, but a lack of reliable data is compounded by the (entirely understandable) issue that young people might be unwilling to disclose this information as part of monitoring or an induction process. LGBT Youth Scotland found that young people were not comfortable coming out to services, having often experienced homelessness as a result of the response to their coming out to their families. Shelton reports service access and acquisition is often complex and can be particularly dangerous for trans and gender expansive young people, who often experience stigma and discrimination and also face systematic barriers including sex-segregated programs and institutional practices. Such experiences may form the basis of a lack of trust in services which may inhibit honest responses to monitoring questions.

In order to help young people feel more confident in sharing information about their sexual orientation and gender identities, thus informing the development of improved LGBTQ+ services, services can take a variety of steps. Fundamentally, improving staff understanding of the issues faced by LGBTQ+ people, to avoid the breakdown in trust between LGBTQ+ young people and youth-facing services, is a necessity. Beyond this, it has been suggested that homelessness projects, housing programmes and youth serving organisations could publically display appropriate and diverse resources for LGBTQ+ young people. These could include leaflets, flyers, posters on walls, information on coming out, on LGBTQ+ safe sex as well as information on local LGBTQ+ services and events. The creation of a welcoming environment, coupled with staff training on LGBTQ+ issues, may help young people feel more comfortable revealing sexual orientation or gender identity to service providers. It must also be recognised that asking young people to share information about their gender identity and/or sexual identity is potentially extremely vulnerable.

It is imperative that, where information is sought, this is part of the presenting young person. Concerns are significantly greater.

Rice et al examined the prevalence and usage of mobile phones amongst homeless young people, finding that mobiles have a positive impact on young people’s ability to access housing. Linked to this, research on social media usage by homeless young people found that it enabled them to build networks in order to meet their immediate needs, for example, to find a bed for the night if they were sofa surfing. There is an apparent gap in the available literature for research that considers the use of social media and hook-up apps, such as Grindr, by LGBTQ+ young people to access accommodation and how this links to survival sex. Recent criminal cases, such as that of the murderer, Stephen Port, indicate the significant risks inherent with use of hook-up apps; given the heightened vulnerability of young LGBTQ+ people experiencing homelessness, further work is needed to improve understanding of this phenomenon and how the risks can be reduced.

References


Training for Practitioners

Many LGBTQ+ young people need support to prevent potential homelessness, but practitioners report they do not always feel confident in supporting LGBTQ+ young people, often because they do not have the appropriate training. 52 A UK-based systematic review of LGBTQ youth homelessness identified concerns about the limited availability of appropriate education and training. 53 The need for LGBTQ+ cultural diversity training for all practitioners working with young people is recommended throughout the literature54.

Abramovich argues that when cultural diversity training is not made mandatory staff and management do not feel prepared to intervene in situations of homophobia and transphobia. 55 Research with practitioners working with young people suggests that without trained, culturally competent staff who can deliver services, young LGBTQ+ people will receive inadequate care or avoid the services they need altogether. 56 Sherriff et al suggest there is considerable value in co-designing training with young people and using their experiences as a learning tool, either working directly with homelessness-experienced young people or offering them the opportunity to participate by telling their stories in audio or film recordings. 57
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Part 3: The Experiences of Young LGBTQ+ People who have been homeless.

“(My family) treated it like it was a mental illness: ‘You can get help for this’. ‘You can be cured’. It was definitely one of the main reasons why I did become homeless.”

Key Findings from Interviews with LGBTQ+ Young People

- Family breakdown was a predominant factor in almost every participant’s experience of homelessness. Their families’ response to finding out their sexual orientation or gender identity was a clearly contributing factor in this breakdown in most cases.
- Participants called for earlier intervention to prevent family breakdown. The introduction of an Upstream service, as demonstrated in Geelong, Australia, would offer a potentially effective solution to future young people’s experiences of intervention, by flagging those at risk at an earlier point.
- LGBTQ+ young people face considerable harm when homeless, turning to survival sex in some cases.
- Mental ill health is present in every case and participants’ experiences of access to and support from mental health agencies were mostly negative.
- A more proactive offer to engage young people in mental health support before their situations deteriorated may have prevented much of the trauma experienced by some participants.

- Some participants noted that their schools were extremely important sources of support for them, but this was not an experience shared by all, with some participants clearly traumatised by experiences at school or feeling very let down by a lack of intervention from school staff.
- Trans people are known to be at elevated risk of domestic abuse; in this study, abuse was often compounded by previous familial rejection, meaning that young people typically had nowhere to turn when they were in an abuse situation, leading to homelessness.
- Economic precarity also underpinned many young trans people’s experiences, with difficulties in obtaining and keeping employment, compounded by benefits restrictions for young people, making it very difficult for them to escape homelessness.
- Young trans people typically had poor experiences of homelessness services. Very few found them helpful. A large minority were put off approaching the services because they believed that they would be unhelpful or even judgemental, in several cases this was as a result of hearing of negative experiences with homelessness services from other trans people.

Pathways to Homelessness and Prevention

Participants’ routes to homelessness differed but relationship breakdowns with family members were noted as key. For example, one participant stated that:

“In April in 2018 I had a breakdown in the relationship with my mum, big time, and it turned into constant arguing and she made me homeless overnight and when she was away on holiday and I was at army camp, I rung up (third sector agency) and got emergency accommodation in the hostel.”

Participants stated that they felt the fact that they are LGBTQ+ had, in some way contributed to the situations which led to their homelessness. One young person stated: “I think that the majority of my family are homophobic”.

That the response to their sexual orientation or gender identity was a contributory factor in their relationship breakdowns was clear in some cases:

“My Dad used to beat me because I was bi-sexual and I have had a lot more female partners than male partners and my Dad didn’t accept that”

A lack of acceptance of the participants’ sexual orientation or gender identity was not noted by any participant as the sole reason for their homelessness, but it was a key contributory factor to family breakdown.

“Yes, I would say it had an impact. I wouldn’t say it’s fully the reason (for becoming homeless) but I would say it was a big part”

“It was a big part of it yes, obviously with being accepted or not.”

For young trans people, family rejection was often characterised by a refusal to use their correct name or pronouns, a practice which is understood to have severe mental ill health consequences.

“They just refused to call me by my name, kept calling me by my deadname. Well that’s not who I am. Truth be told, I’ve never been her. It’s not like this should have been a surprise. I’d been telling them for years. So that’s when I left. Packed all my stuff and left. Just like that. I had to get away. But I had nowhere to go.”

Two clear themes emerged from participants’ responses to questions about what might have prevented them from becoming homeless. Firstly a number of participants noted that they felt that had their relationships with certain key family members been better that they might not have become homeless, for example:

“I would say that if I had got on with my Auntie’s partner, there could have still been a chance I was living with her and the same with my Nan.”

Early intervention by family-focused support services may have been helpful in these cases, but without engagement from parents/guardians there is a limit to the effectiveness of such services:

“I did try and get mediation between me and my mum to try and sort it out but she was stubborn basically, she wouldn’t change anything so there wasn’t anything that I could do to stop it at the end of the day.”

Cases such as this one indicate a need for greater societal understanding of LGBTQ+ issues.

The other clear trend in response to questions about prevention was a desire for social services to have either intervened earlier or, in one participant’s case, to have demonstrated significantly greater sensitivity in disclosing his sexual orientation to his parents, in relation to a child sexual exploitation matter. In that case, the participant noted:

“I think social services were massively detrimental to my situation. My Dad would never have known I was gay if social services didn’t tell (my parents)... I think that social services made things worse and after that I could just see the breakdown in the relationship. At that point, it created so much tension. I really didn’t sleep in my house more than four nights a week. I was sleeping at a friend’s house just because I couldn’t bear to go back to them and feeling embarrassed and ashamed.”

Participants described missed opportunities for early social services intervention:

“Social services were involved from when I was 4 up until I left and they didn’t do anything. They knew we were being beaten, they knew everything that was going down. They knew that they were trying to turn me straight but nothing was being done. Social services need to pull their finger out.”

“My homelessness could have been prevented if social services had intervened sooner. I think they saw the signs but my dad is quite good at covering his tracks when he used to hurt me.”

“I was looking after my sister but I honestly do think that social services and stuff need to buck up their ideas, and any other supporting child system, because if someone rings them to say “my mum’s doing this” or “my Dad’s doing that” or “My siblings are doing this”, they need to get that child out. It annoys me that they left me there with my mum for a longer time than they should have. I don’t think the really bad things would have happened if they’d really listened.”

The reasons for social services’ response, or lack thereof, in these cases were not explored in further detail and from a small sample it is hard to make generalised comments. Clearly, however, a greater understanding of the sorts of experiences LGBTQ+ young people go through would have made a big difference in some of these cases, so specific training may have helped. Earlier intervention may have been achieved with the introduction of an Upstream-style service, as detailed in the WCPP report ‘Preventing Youth Homelessness’, which explains how the Geelong Project, an Australian system, identifies young people at risk at an early stage, through universal screening at school and has achieved a 40% reduction in youth homelessness as a result.

Experiences of homelessness

The participants noted numerous situations, throughout the interviews, in which they were at considerable risk of harm while homeless.

Using social media to find a place to stay was something noted by a number of participants. Some mentioned the use of Grindr both for romantic liaison and for shelter and food:

“I have used Grindr lots. I used to start going on it when I was 14, I would go out to meet someone anyway but if they offered the opportunity to stay over I would definitely. If it was a night away from my parents then I would…. Since I’ve been 14 I’ve used it to stay over guys houses or since I’ve been homeless I’ve used it to get a meal.”

One participant noted explicitly the protective measures they felt they needed to take to avoid harm on these encounters:

“I have used Grindr to hook up. It’s like a gay tinder. It’s not about having meaningful relationships. Every time I’ve gone to meet a randome I’ve had a knife in my boot.”

Most participants were clear that they had put themselves in harmful situations to gain shelter since becoming homeless, either by sharing accommodation with drug users or by putting themselves in situations in which they were likely to be asked for sex in return for a place to stay:

“I was staying at my mate’s and my mate’s boyfriend is a drug addict and it was either go there or sleep on the streets. I would rather go there and just keep out of the way than stay on the street.”

“I used to hang around with all the men and people I knew would have drugs. We would be having a party just so I could be in someone’s house instead of having to sleep wherever.

“Sometimes I have gone over to someone’s house just to stay over there and I have had no interest or intention of sleeping with them but they have. I’m just kind of like no and they are like well you’re over my house. No, especially when it comes to sex I am assertive and I will say no. I’ve had someone verbally challenge that but never physically challenge. If they were to physically challenge that I would leave or depending how drastic it was, do something else.”

“I’ve been in homes where I’ve felt and known that I’m not wanted there, which has put me out of my comfort zone.”

Others described experiences of rough sleeping, on occasion to avoid harm at home or in another place of shelter:

“I was staying with a heroin addict whilst sofa surfing. I walked into her room one night and caught her with foil and I caught her smoking it. I would rather sleep on a bench, so I did. I slept on a bench for 2 weeks. I’ve had my fair share of drugs so I just left that, it wasn’t for me.”

Young people also engaged in risky behaviours in order to secure somewhere safe to stay. However, they typically entered relationships which were unsafe and which became abusive, yet, particularly in the absence of supportive family, they were often left with few options to allow them to leave.

“My girlfriend at the time was abusive, yeah. You know, 20/20 hindsight – great, isn’t it? But I was only 15, I didn’t have anywhere else to go. My step-dad- well he’s not a very nice person, shall we say? I just got on with it. No one was interested anyway.”

“Yeah I guess that relationship…I guess you’d call it coercive control. It took me a long time to realise. How do you even realise when the only person in the world who is ever there for you is a big part of the problem? Social services, the hostel, college, they were all useless, didn’t want to know. They were the only one who ever looked out for me”

For trans participants, survival sex per se was not a significant finding. However, several participants reported sexually predatory behaviour by acquaintances, peers, or within support services, which they were exposed to as a result of being homeless and having few alternative options. Here, trans identity was typically a factor in sexual victimisation: young trans people were the subject of fetishation or curiosity.

Mental Ill Health

Experiences of poor mental health, whether before homelessness or as a result of becoming homeless, were rife amongst participants.

“I felt quite lost and abandoned and I already had attachment disorder but I saw it got a lot worse when I felt that I was being abandoned and moved around so much. It made my mental health go downhill.”

“I was trying to make myself straight again… I’ve only recently opened back up to the fact that I can’t change who I am.”

“My Bi-polar and PTSD was from before I was made homeless, and that was purely because of my mother. To this day, I cannot hear someone whistle near my ear without falling to the floor and not be able to do anything about it. I will go into a full-on panic attack. My mother was a whistler. She’d whistle after beating. She would go and sit down and smoke a fag. I have to deal with that to this day because you can be walking down the street and someone is whistling.”

One participant noted that a bed and breakfast placement had a directly negative impact on their mental health, which only improved on moving out and into their own accommodation:

“When I was in the Bed and Breakfast I was having a break down, it was a pure crisis. I was self-harming and feeling suicidal then but I didn’t seek anything out for it. I tried to access support for depression and anxiety and I was going through those kinds of feelings. I just left it and when I was offered a place I felt more of a sense of security in my head and those feelings decreased over the months after living here. When you are there, it’s just small room in a hotel there is no stability and no way of knowing how long you are going to be there.”

One participant stated that they had used drugs as a direct result of their homelessness, which had a significant impact on their mental health.

“It increased my drug use because why else would I want to be sober on the streets? It just takes too long for the day to pass. So, obviously that caused me to have paranoia… it led me to have tablets every day, you know, so if I was in a nice home doing normal things, I wouldn’t have a bad mental health record because I wouldn’t be doing things that would affect me in that way.”

Support Mechanisms

All participants were asked about the support they had received, both in advance of their homelessness and since becoming homeless. A few key areas of provision were highlighted: statutory support (both homelessness services and social services); schools and colleges; mental health services (both statutory and third sector); and third sector support providers.

Since these interviews were undertaken, Welsh Government has funded statutory youth services to specifically develop youth homelessness prevention as a part of their service; this nascent development is intended to improve early intervention and collaboration across different departments and, given time and sufficient resource, may go some way to addressing some of the issues mentioned by participants.

Statutory Support

Experiences of statutory support varied. One participant noted:

“The council accommodated me. At the Info station they helped to put me into an adult hostel and things like that. But not really… Social services were never informed. I was on my own for the first six weeks. (Third-sector homelessness provider) have been the only ones that helped me and it wasn’t until six weeks after. I was sixteen.”

Although it was not specifically asked, some participants noted that gaining access to statutory support was difficult. One, for example stated:

“At 16 I was sofa surfing for nine months before I got accommodation and the only reason I got accommodation was because they offered me the Foyer but I stayed on a park bench instead for two weeks in the end so they had to get me flat then otherwise I was on the bench for the rest of it. A social worker who does conference meetings flipped her lid with my social worker and then contacted (third-sector homelessness provider).”

One noted:

“Well, I didn’t get much support from the council, they only offered me a sleeping bag and a tent. But I got a lot of support from mental health teams pushing for me to get a place in (third-sector homelessness provider).”

One was pleased with the fact that a range of services came together to support them:

“I had (third-sector homelessness provider), I had my social worker, a YOS worker, I had counselling and CAMHS and stuff, so it was really good. I found them helpful.”

Another also mentioned a positive experience of joint working between the local authority and the third sector:

“I think I found out I was being kicked out from the rehab on the Wednesday and rung them on the Thursday and had an interview on the Friday and then six weeks later I had a flat on my own and that’s when I heard about (third-sector homelessness provider) then…. and they have been extra supportive every day.”
Many trans participants had very different experiences. A minority were successfully placed in hostels. In these cases, what typically made the difference to the success of their placement was the presence of other young people who accepted them.

“In the hostel, I live with 5 boys and 1 girl. The girl is the oldest in the hostel. All the boys class me as one of their boys and the girls class me as a boy.”

However, some trans participants noted very poor experiences of third sector services. One young person described an experience of mediation in which he felt he was expected to see his gender as negotiable and subject to discussion.

“So we were sent to mediation- that’s where the homeless people sent me. Me and my mum and dad in a room eyeballing each other… the trouble is, they don’t want to accept I’m trans. I tried to explain to them [the mediators], they [parents] don’t want to talk to me. Whatever you say, they won’t accept me. It’s their daughter they want. And I’m not their daughter. The mediators were like, oh, you just need to talk to each other. You need to understand where your parents are coming from. Uh no. Waste of time.”

Schools/ Colleges

Some participants were predominantly positive about the support they received at school and college, both academically and, in some cases, with referral to and recommendations of support services:

“Yes, they were really helpful and supportive because I moved schools halfway through GCSE’s and I ended up going to private school and they were really supportive about everything. They gave me extra time.”

“I have found that my college have helped me to get where I am today. I wouldn’t have known where to go if it wasn’t for them.”

“I spoke to my head of year and he offered support with anything if I needed it and the college I’m at have said if I have any financial difficulties I could speak to their funding organisation and they might be able to get financial support for certain things.”

“College were the ones that advised me to go to the Info station. Lucky enough… I became homeless at the end of my first year at college so I had time to get back onto my feet (in the holidays) and concentrate on my studies.”

By contrast, others had extremely negative experiences of school and college. One noted an experience that brings to mind the controversial practice of ‘off-rolling’ pupils whose grades are likely to bring down an institution’s average:

“The head of A Levels was not supportive. I didn’t continue with A Levels because she didn’t help me and she was detrimental to me really. She said “now that you are in this situation are you going to be able to continue with A Levels. I might have to just drop you from A Levels because obviously you are not going to be able to continue”. When she said that to me I thought “is there any point in me even revising then?” and I was in a Bed and Breakfast for three months of my A Levels. There was no room to put things anywhere or room to revise or get anything sorted. I was like why bother?”

Another participant noted that their school failed to protect them from homophobic bullying:

“(The teachers) were the worst of them all. They were worse than the kids. I didn’t even go to college because of (bullying). I didn’t leave with any GCSE’s like because by year 9 I was on a three-hour timetable because of the bullies. I couldn’t go into school for 6 hours a day without being abused. If I was to wear a wig, it would get snatched straight off my head and probably get burnt up the field. (My school) were terrible when it came to accommodating those needs. You had the odd one or two teachers who would be “like oh my God! I think you’re fabulous!” and then you wouldn’t see them for the rest of your life in school.”

One of the participants noted a lack of general education on LGBTQ+ issues which contributed to their feeling of isolation. This is a theme which arose again in questions about what the participants felt needed to change, later in the interviews.

“(At the time that) I was forced to try and convert, we weren’t taught anything about being gay in any way, shape or form, trans, bi, lesbian, there was nothing to say it’s ok to be with the same sex and this should have changed when I was still in school.”

“School did not educate officially on gender and sexuality. They spoke to me about it because it was an issue with bullying and that but there wasn’t any formal education on it in college or school.”

The plans to deliver broader Relationship and Sexuality Education in Wales, including LGBT issues, will hopefully address some of these issues.

Mental Health Services

Responses to questions about support for participants’ mental health were mostly negative. Most participants who had accessed support (or tried to) were downbeat about their experience, as shown in the examples below:

“I went to CAMHS from the age of 5 until last year but they didn’t help. They were like, “it’s only a phase, you’ll be fine” but at that point in time they let me down a lot. I was self -harming by the age of 7 and did my first overdose at the age of 8 but they kind of just let me go still… At first, it all started out as a cry for help. I needed help to get away from my Dad and they saw that but I just got locked in this world where I hated myself. I’ve got body dysmorphia, so I hate myself, I hate everything about myself and I was just going more and more downhill and no-one could see that I was. I went to a point where I was overdosing once a week and I couldn’t deal with anything but they still just let me go. I was going to appointments and I was getting people coming to see me but they just put it down to what was going on at home, they didn’t dig any deeper.”

“I think they should listen to us and actually take into account that not all of us just want attention, be that having someone to talk to us or getting the medication to get through a day.”

“I didn’t get any help until I went into rehab really and I came off drugs because my mum thought I had like ADHD since I was a kid and she thought there was something wrong with me. She knew there was something wrong with me but they kept on pushing us away because I was on drugs and they said it was because of the drugs… and it wasn’t until I came off the drugs that I got a diagnosis of ADHD and Asperger’s and other things as well. I didn’t have a choice really; the doctors wouldn’t do anything.”

“Well my experiences have been pretty rubbish. I’ve been pushed around from pillar to post and they finally gave me a diagnosis about two weeks ago, after fighting for nine years.”

Based on these interviews, it seems that an active offer of mental health support would have made a big difference. Prevention and early intervention are the ideal, but the following quote suggests that a more proactive offer of support at point of housing crisis would make a difference. This participant is describing how they felt that they dare not ask for more support after being offered accommodation, even though earlier in the interview they had described self-harming and feeling suicidal before that offer:

“It was weird… I thought that because I was in that situation I’d be getting too much support, I’d be a bit greedy. ‘Well he’s already getting money off us every week, he’s in this place and now he wants more support.’ I felt like a burden.”

Others noted that they had tried to address their mental health themselves, without relying on medical intervention.

“I was trying to self-medicate and trying to do something about it. My mind was going so fast, my body wasn’t keeping up with it so I’d have some uppers and I’d be up for like 3 or 4 weeks and then if I couldn’t sleep I’d take downers so I could sleep then. So, I was trying to control my body with the drugs really but it doesn’t work.”

It is important that it is understood that young people resort to strategies like this to handle their mental ill health, but it is also important to address the underlying issues that may be contributing to their mental health needs.


Only one participant described a positive experience of mental health support:

“(3rd Sector Mental Health Service Provider) were really good with things, especially the LGBT stuff. They were really accepting there. There are loads of people there who are LGBT and they are good at talking about stuff, addressing issues and challenging homophobia when it comes up. It’s a nice place there.”

It is noteworthy that this participant highlighted that support from other LGBTQ+ people was of particular benefit. Other research points to the benefits of a shared vocabulary and experience that employing LGBTQ+ staff to support LGBTQ+ service users can yield.

Third Sector Homelessness Support

Participants spoke in a mostly positive fashion about the support that they had received from the third sector organisations working with them. As noted, recruitment of the young people in Participant Group 1, who form the majority of respondents whose responses are presented below, came via third sector homelessness services. Most were receiving ongoing support, which was clearly a positive influence in their lives.

Before I became homeless and before I approached (third-sector homelessness provider) I was not a confident person at all, I always felt negative. That is what helped me, so exactly what I have been through and what (third-sector homelessness provider) gave me is exactly what needs to happen with the LGBT community, just more of it. For people who couldn’t go back home, but there is a struggle, just more mediation, more support and more help to try and keep them with their families if necessary.”

“I received shelter from (third-sector homelessness provider). I was also offered counselling, I didn’t take it up but I was offered it. I also received numerous grants to help me get on my feet to live independently.”

“I think that (third-sector homelessness provider) have supported me in the best way that they can because I’ve got the best result. I have achieved the goal that they have set for me. I’m just going to try and work hard in college and better myself and see what the future holds.”

For all the positive comments though, based on the experiences of the participants there are some significant areas for improvement for third sector providers, particularly with regard to the sensitivity displayed when asking young people about their sexual orientation, suggesting that investment in staff training might improve young LGBTQ+ people’s experiences of support.

“The support workers are just being nosy, they want to know for themselves. It never leads to anything when they end up finding out about my sexuality. I’ve had four workers in the past who have asked me, I’ve ended up telling them and nothing has been done about it. They could have been like “there’s an LGBT group going on, let’s go and do this” but they weren’t. They were just being nosy. There is a way of asking. They don’t say why they are asking they just seem curious.”

“When a worker meets a young person and that person is likely in the LGBT community, do not try and rush that young person into saying what they are. It’s nothing to do with you and as a worker you need to respect the fact that someone wants to keep it a secret. I’ve met lots of workers and they say “I don’t mean to be rude but are you gay?” and it’s like “I don’t mean to be rude but its none of your fucking business”. There is no need for it.”

One participant spoke about how being asked about their identity inappropriately by a staff member made them feel and how it affected their experience of living in shared supported housing:

“Do you not understand how someone else on the project, especially in (hometown), may be raised to have negative feelings towards the LGBT community? That made me feel unsafe where I’m living. At the time, I didn’t know these people. (The support worker) didn’t take into consideration how that would make me feel or why that would make me feel bad and the implications that could have on people… I felt so anxious for a while with him knowing (my sexuality). I don’t know if the other boys living here know or would actually do anything because of it, or challenge me or say anything and that is an anxiety that I still carry round. I will carry it around until they leave. They might try to think I’m hitting on them or something, which is not the case. I fear communicating with them just in case they think something is misdirected. Staff could definitely take that into consideration but I don’t think it’s on their mind.”

Some participants acknowledged that asking someone’s gender identity and sexual orientation was important to understand what support they might benefit from, but the issue of how this is asked for (and when) was a recurrent theme, with one participant stating:
“I think I did disclose my sexuality straight away but I can see why someone should be phased by that. Especially if you’ve been kicked out for being LGBT and then you are asked and then could think is this going to be a barrier in terms of me getting help or a place. Is this person going to judge me from my response? Do they want to know so they don’t have to have me in their service? I have since found out that is not the case.”

Other comments reflected how the perception of the being the lone LGBTQ+ person in a supported housing project can make young people feel singled out and unversed, supporting the argument for the development of LGBTQ+-specific supported accommodation:

“When you go for support in homeless places there are loads of dodgy characters around the house… it can be very intimidating being amongst loads of homeless people. The majority, when I was being supported, all of them were straight so it was very daunting because they were naturally intimidating people and being gay can feel like you are a target almost. I had just turned 16 and was the youngest there.”

Some service providers demonstrate their support for LGBTQ+ rights, with posters and flags visibly displayed, which can have a positive impact on young people’s experiences. Findings from the interviews suggest that displays like this alone are not enough to make people feel safe, though, and must be supported with appropriate training and policies. An anecdote from one of the study’s trans participants shows how these displays undermine confidence among the LGBTQ+ community if not supported with appropriate action:

“I was in the hostel, in reception, you know, waiting… a fight breaks out between these two lads. “You fag, you cocksucker, you tranny”. They are there screaming at each other and then there’s me… Staff were behind the counter, behind their screens, you know. Did nothing. Irony was it was pride month or something, I don’t know. Anyway, all this right in front of a huge rainbow Stonewall poster”

**Recommendations for Change from Young LGBTQ+ People with Experience of Homelessness**

The final set of questions sought to understand what the participants would change to prevent young LGBTQ+ people from becoming homeless, what would help for those already homeless and what they saw as necessary for their own progression from supported housing. They included a question about what the young people would ask the First Minister of Wales to change if they had the opportunity.

A repeated theme through these conversations was a call for increased provision of LGBTQ+ – specific services, such as supported housing (in a response to the homophobia experienced by participants in shared housing and hostels) or mental health services which specifically cater for LGBTQ+ people:

“Sometimes I thought I don’t want to go into a hostel, cos I’m different and people will pick on me and that, so putting more protective housing in for young LGBTQ+ people) maybe that would work. I don’t know, just to stop people from picking on what you are”

“You’ve got the mental health for all the different disorders but then they should have one for the LGBTQ people so that they could all get together and understand that they are not on their own at the end of the day. They have got the Amber Project, which is a self-harm project and is with a load of other people who self-harm but I think there should be one of them for people who are different sexualities or gender, so then we could all talk to each other.”

“I would just say, just more accommodation to help people within that community to give them the opportunity to go and live on their own and give themselves confidence.”

On a similar note, one young trans person called specifically for domestic violence shelters that are gender neutral, stating:

“I feel that DV services could benefit from shelters that are for all genders. It is useful to have women’s refuges and man’s refuges but we need another option for trans people who may not feel safe or comfortable in these gendered spaces. It would also benefit, say, mothers with teenage sons who are fleeing DV. The more options we can give people, the better.”

Education was another recurrent theme in the participants’ proposed areas for change:

“I would ask the First Minister to change the way that people go about things, instead of treading on eggshells when you are talking about it. I would ask him to educate parents especially or carers about what experiences the young person or adults go through when they are LGBT. I would ask him to educate carers, parents and even the community a bit more. Training in schools and colleges because they are quite hopeless in that situation.”

“Something I would ask the First Minister to change or implement would be the education about sexual minorities in schools. I think the education about LGBT is important because it sets the idea of it into people’s heads to normalise it rather than learning from word of mouth or the internet. It is something that would be accurate and does represent the community well and is informative and when those students become parents their children won’t need to come out as LGBT it will just be normal. There wouldn’t be a reason why they would become homeless.”

One participant wanted to see a Human Rights approach applied to the issue of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness:

“The things I would ask the First Minister to change, you couldn’t change. Diminishing the ideas that social institutions put into place. The family, for example, if someone’s family is religious and against LGBT people, if they have a child that child will be brought up like that. It’s the same with the education system, the same with any social system really, I don’t really think you can eradicate these things. Could he bring anything in on the UNCRFT I know that if you are a Muslim, for example, and your child wants to be a Christian, one of those rights is that you should allow your child to follow whatever religion in the same household. Is there a specific right for children being from a sexual minority?”

Other comments followed a similar theme – the participants did not feel protected from discrimination and were unclear on what their rights were when this happened:

“Calling people ‘faggot’ or ‘tranny’ should be a hate crime. There should at least be a fine for it.”

“I do think there should be valid punishments for people committing hate crimes against the LGBT community. It’s a hate crime… If we get hated we have to go on rallies and walk around the streets in drag. We should all be accepting of each other.”

Participants called specifically for an improvement in the availability of community groups offering activities and the opportunity to develop relationships with peers. The research team visited and met with staff from 2 LGBTQ+ youth groups during the course of this work and both clearly had an extremely positive impact on those attending, giving the opportunity to socialise, learn and develop a sense of community (though funding was noted as being extremely tight for one of these groups).
“There should be more groups and youth clubs for people to be able to get together and understand each other and make sure that they know they are not on their own. I have had a lot of people come into my hostel and think they are on their own. I have been there for a year now and they think they are on their own but at the end of the day, we are not. No matter what sexuality you are, we are all the same and we are all in the same situation. We just need to find a way to get on and communicate with each other. Even just in the living room, on one night have a movie night or a games night or just something like that so that we all get together maybe once a week and just make sure that everyone knows they are not on their own.”

“Have groups more often instead of one day in a week or something and make it a thing where you can actually go and hang out with people who’ve been through the same stuff and that way you can learn to go through some stuff you are going through that they have been through. Maybe that would help probably. Learning from other people through that they have been through. Maybe that can learn to go through some stuff you are going through the same stuff and that way you can actually go and hang out with people who’ve been through the same stuff and that way you can learn to go through some stuff you are going through that they have been through.”

Faster routes to suitable accommodation were a clear priority area for change:

“There should be more services because when I was moving to (third-sector homelessness provider), before I was put on emergency priority, I was looking at waiting almost a year to move in…. If someone is becoming homeless, or they are homeless they definitely have a good reason and no-one does it out of the blue. If they need to move in, they need to get somewhere quickly. Make more accommodation available.”

“I would probably make a bit of a change to the council to tell them to have closer links with local homeless charities instead of just saying they will give you a tent and a sleeping bag. That’s no help.”

Financial support was another area that young people told us needed to be improved, to enable them to make the necessary changes in their lives to move on from homelessness and live independently:

“I’m on income support, the payments from income support just about suffice and by just about, I mean I have about a quid left by the time I’ve come to pay day. I can’t make humongous investments. Until I get a full-time job I more than likely wouldn’t be able to do a driving test or even get a provisional.”

Key Findings from Survey of Practitioners:

• A clear finding from our survey is that there is a strong desire for training for those working with young people, so that they feel better informed as to how to appropriately support LGBTQ+ young people. There was, broadly, a very positive attitude to wanting to help as much as possible, but a lack of in-depth knowledge was holding some practitioners back.

• Similarly, more information on which specialist providers to refer young people to would be welcomed by many.

• Although most felt that their working environment was a welcoming space for LGBTQ+ youth, many stated that there were no particular provisions made.

Respondents

A survey was designed based on a similar approach taken in Scotland, by LGBT Youth Scotland, which has seen them make significant progress on the issue of LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness. This was shared with members of third sector and local authority bodies who work with young homeless people via three routes: third sector participants were accessed via

Part 4: Survey of Local Authority and Third Sector Practitioners

“I think it should be something that as a service we are much more comfortable talking about with clients, understanding how their sexuality or gender could affect their life experiences and how in turn that affects their housing needs.”
Not providing labels can lead to a sense of feeling ‘othered’. Ultimately, services should develop their approaches to monitoring in conjunction with LGBTQ+ groups and people, explaining clearly why the data is being requested and working together to identify how it can be most effectively collected.

Of interest to this issue are the responses to the question ‘On your initial introduction to someone who will use your service, do they have opportunity to talk through their experiences in a private environment where there is no possibility of their conversation being overheard?’ While the vast majority (all bar 4 respondents) answered ‘Yes’, the comments below revealed that this is not necessarily the case in every situation; that a presenting service user might need to request gender identity or sexual orientation in a space that is not private.

“We take initial information down on reception and then if they wish to discuss something in private we take them to a quiet room. If they absolutely don’t want to discuss any aspect of their housing on reception we can take them into a quiet room.”

“Should client be unwilling to disclose information on desk, can be interviewed by officer in private room.”

It is not hard to imagine that a young person, in a new environment, recently made homeless and self-conscious about their sexual orientation, might lack the confidence necessary to ask for privacy, or might find it easier not to disclose their sexual orientation at this point. Services can work to gain the trust of the LGBTQ+ community with training undertaken by staff and visible demonstrations of support for LGBTQ+ rights. For more on this point, see the example of the Rock Trust, provided in Part 4.

Confidence, Training and Training Needs

Taking inspiration from the Scottish approach to their survey, we included two questions about levels of understanding and confidence amongst staff working with young homeless people. Both highlighted that most staff were confident in their abilities to support appropriately and in their knowledge of the specific issues faced by LGBTQ+ people at risk of homelessness might face, but there was clearly scope for improvement in both areas. Less than 20% felt fully confident and just 28% said they had a firm grasp on young LGBTQ+ people’s needs.

Q8. Do you feel that you understand the specific needs of LGBTQ+ young people (i.e. 16-25) who present to your service? E.g. an understanding of the provision of gender-appropriate services for trans people.

Q9. How would you rate your own confidence in dealing with the specific issues of young LGBTQ+ people who present to your service?

With regard to training, which would help those whose do not feel fully confident in their understanding of the issues faced by LGBTQ+ young people, a slim majority (51%) of respondents told us that their organisation does not offer training which focusses specifically on sexual orientation and gender identity. This, combined with the results of the open question at the end of the survey (see below) is indicative of a clear need and demand for training in this area.

Services and Referral

Most answered ‘no’ (93%) to whether they provided specific services for LGBTQ+ young people, with one LA Homelessness Team member stating: ‘No, there isn’t a need for it’. Others noted ‘We don’t provide any services but would seek and support anyone who may need this. And support them to get this info’ and ‘No but we are able to access information and support citizens in accessing groups and information’, suggesting that, in some cases, there is an awareness of where to turn for specific support.

On this point, 51% of respondents stated that they do refer people to specialist services, with a number of different agencies highlighted in the comments as sources of support to whom agencies refer. These included: Unique; VIVA; Broken Rainbow; Rainbow Bridge; Unity; Stonewall Cymru; Umbrella; and GLAD. Stonewall Cymru provides a useful resource on their website via which users can access information on groups and specialist providers in their areas.71

One respondent noted: “We have had a number of tenants who, whilst accessing our services, have been undergoing surgery to support their decision to identify as transgender. For this reason, we have good links with support groups local to (our area) for Transgender service users. We also have a good awareness of what agencies are out there to help Young People accessing our services.”

A Welcoming Environment

Question 10 asked respondents about how they felt about the environment they provided for LGBTQ+ young people (see fig. 3).

Q10. Do you feel that your service offers a welcoming environment for LGBTQ+ young people? E.g. do you visibly demonstrate support for LGBTQ+ rights?

Figure 3. Stakeholders’ Perceptions of Whether their Service Offers a Welcoming Environment for LGBTQ+ Young People

While the majority suggested that they did, indeed, feel that there was a welcoming space for LGBTQ+ young people, the comments suggest that in many places no specific effort is made.

Comments included:

“Housing options is very neutral and is open for everyone regardless of gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity etc. and all the staff treat everyone equally. It does not visibly demonstrate support like posters and banners.”

“We are welcoming to LGBTQ+ but we don’t visibly demonstrate the support for their rights. There are a number of things we would need to visibly demonstrate publicly if we started with one group of young people. Perhaps it is something we could consider in the meeting rooms to make them feel more at ease.”

One respondent, from a LA Homelessness Team questioned “Why should we demonstrate our support for LGBTQ+ rights when we approach all citizens in a non-judgemental supporting way? Would it not be going against equality to make additional provisions?”

Another respondent, also from a LA homelessness team, highlighted a systems-issue which is preventing them from providing specific support to some LGBTQ+ people:

“Our systems are not set up to record any gender except female / male. If young people are transitioning we do not have the capacity to log this or to change their gender preference / name preference until it’s a legal change.”

This quote is indicative of a patchwork of different approaches -- some trans participants noted that they had had a very positive experience when asking to have their gender changed on LA’s systems. When done quickly and without fuss it was very much appreciated.

One respondent noted that they were concerned about service users’ views undermining staff efforts to create a welcoming environment:

“We operate a shared supported housing service for people with complex and enduring mental health needs so although we would look to do all we can to provide a welcoming environment I would have concerns that the views and prejudices of some of the people we house would cause problems.”

Adoption of a zero-tolerance to homophobia approach would be a positive step forward in those practitioner organisations who do not already have a clear policy in this regard. “Adopting a zero-tolerance position is not the same as a guarantee that harassment will not occur. It is a statement of intent, with clear expectations, sanctions and remedies for responding to harassment.”

Positively, there were some examples of organisations proactively working to make LGBTQ+ young people feel welcome, citing examples of how they make their environments more visibly welcoming, such as “Positive promotion using images and case studies” and “We include LGBT posters e.g. end youth homelessness Cymru”. Another talked about visibility of LGBTQ+ support as part of a wider strategy:

“We are signed up to Stonewall as a local authority and display posters and raise awareness through set days. Refer them to Peter Tatchel for further advice and guidance”

Ideas for Change

The final question of the survey was “Do you have any ideas for changes that could be made to improve your service for LGBTQ+ young people?” which elicited some constructive ideas, summarised below:

Exploration of LGBTQ+ specific services was recommended, with one respondent noting:

“We have supported a number of young homeless YP’s who have identified as LGBTQ. I feel a service should be developed for LGBTQ young people that allows them to express and explore their sexuality and identity.”

There was a particularly high demand for training and information sharing:

“more in depth training for staff to enable them to provide a stronger support network for an LGBTQ+ service user”

“So training for the stuff since a lot of stuff members that make up the whole of the support staff in the company are a part of the LGBTQ+ community”

“Diversity officer to make contact to attend team meetings and share information about their role and any events which would be relevant for us to share with young people who may want to attend”

Training staff about the potential vulnerability of LGBTQ+ applicants when they are facing discrimination within travelling communities or from local communities and the potential risks they would be exposed to if they became homeless (attacks, targeting, etc)

“more resources to be made available, handouts and visually”

“We should receive LGBTQ+ training so people understand the different definitions, people are more sensitive to clients who present who don’t confirm to binary gender definitions or heterosexual / gay / bisexual. I think it should be something that as a service we are much more comfortable talking about with clients, understanding how their sexuality or gender could affect their life experiences and how in turn that affects their housing needs.”

Two comments, in particular, both from local authority staff, reinforced the need for more training and awareness of the specific needs of LGBTQ+ young people and why they might require additional or distinct support to a non-LGBTQ+ young person:

“not treat them as different or special. they are all young people sexuality race or religion aside”

“No, on the grounds of equality I do not see any additional provisions which can be made without going above and beyond. There should be an equal grounding where everyone feels welcome. I don’t care about peoples sexuality, religion, culture. we are all people.”

Improving environments for young people, in partnership with specialists, was an issue raised by some respondents:

“closer working with Stonewall to ensure reception areas are clear that we are supportive.”

Two people noted a need for more information to be made available to the wider community:

“We could do more awareness raising in the LGBTQ+ community to ensure that they are aware of what healthy relationships look and feel like and ensure that they know how inclusionary our service is should they ever need to access support for domestic abuse”

Finally, and perhaps most positively, a suggestion was made that changes to services should be coproduced with both service users and LGBTQ+:

“Service user involvement and LGBTQ+ staff involvement to plan and drive change. Outreach to groups / services to support us with that.”

“Creating a culture of diversity… raising awareness on equality and non-discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation and gender identity in education settings and investigating all incidents of violence and discrimination against LGBTQ youth, holding perpetrators accountable will be necessary measures to effectively address the underlying causes of homelessness.”

### Part 5: Insight from Experts via the End Youth Homelessness Cymru Task Group on LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness

“Creating a culture of diversity... raising awareness on equality and non-discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation and gender identity in education settings and investigating all incidents of violence and discrimination against LGBTQ youth, holding perpetrators accountable will be necessary measures to effectively address the underlying causes of homelessness.”

#### Key Findings of the EYHC LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness Task Group

- Prevention of Homelessness was a major point of discussion. A cultural shift in how LGBTQ+ issues are understood is ultimately necessary. Alongside this, the group discussed a number of ways to better engage with young people at an earlier age, acknowledging that youth involvement is a necessity in the design of services, if we are to ultimately end LGBTQ+ youth homelessness.
- Youth-serving agencies could help to prevent homelessness amongst young LGBTQ+ people by co-producing locally relevant guidance to support young people who want to come out, as well as their families, such as that provided by AKT.
- School-based support is crucial to helping LGBTQ+ young people avoid homelessness and appropriate resources (e.g. Stonewall Cymru’s ‘Creating a Trans Inclusive School’ report) should be accessed by all schools and colleges.
- Some excellent ideas as to how homelessness organisations might better work with LGBTQ+ organisations, with subsequent benefits for both parties, such as improved referral routes, shared skills and improved levels of trust from local LGBTQ+ people with consequent benefits for uptake of services.
- The group focussed on the question of how to make LGBTQ+ youth homelessness everybody’s business, suggesting that local authority homelessness strategies should be revisited, in consultation with local LGBTQ+ groups, to ensure that the issue is addressed effectively.
- In order to ensure a comprehensive overview of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness and its prevention can be developed, the group identified a number of areas for further investigation, both in terms of academic exploration, but also for consideration from service providers. These include links between LGBTQ+ youth homelessness and sex work, gender, race, disability and economic disadvantage.

---

Introduction

This section of the report sets out the findings of a working group made up of experts in the areas of homelessness and LGBTQ+ issues, which met 6 times across 2018 and 2019.

Andrew White, Director of Stonewall Cymru and a member of the End Youth Homelessness Cymru steering group, chaired the group responsible for this report.

Contributions came from a varied membership whose expertise was crucial in compiling the following report. The group consisted of the following people:

- Emily Jenkins, Project Coordinator for End Youth Homelessness Cymru
- Jen Daffin, Chair of Psychologists for Social Change
- Adam Jones, Public Health Practitioner – Policy at Public Health Wales
- Lisa Cordery-Bruce, Specialist Community Public Health Nurse (Child Health) at Switched On Substance Misuse Service
- Janice Stevenson, Development Officer, LGBT Youth Cymru
- Phillip Mullen, Postgraduate Research Student, Newcastle University
- Rachel Benson, Equality, Inclusion and Programmes Manager at Youth Cymru
- Joy Kent, Consultant at Joy Unlimited
- Lindsay Cordery-Bruce, Chief Executive of The Wallich
- Gary McMillan, Housing Support Project Worker and chair of LGBTQ Focus Group at the Rock Trust
- Diane Jones, Systems Therapist at CAMHS Denbighshire
- Janice Stevenson, Development Officer, LGBT Youth Scotland
- Annie Emery, Operations Director at Albert Kennedy Trust
- Rachel Benson, Equality, Inclusion and Programmes Manager at Youth Cymru

Aim

The aim of the group was established as providing End Youth Homelessness Cymru with a clear position on what effective and sensitive service delivery looks like from homelessness services.

In addition to the membership of the group, experts from across Wales and beyond were called upon for their views on what it would take to prevent young LGBTQ+ people from experiencing homelessness. The key informants who provided their insight were:

- Annie Emery, Operations Director at Albert Kennedy Trust
- Rachel Benson, Equality, Inclusion and Programmes Manager at Youth Cymru
- Gary McMillan, Housing Support Project Worker and chair of LGBTQ Focus Group at the Rock Trust
- Diane Jones, Systems Therapist at CAMHS Denbighshire
- Hannah Rowan, Project Manager VIVA LGBT, West Rhyl Young People’s Project
- Faye Willett, Young Persons Homeless Officer, Conwy Council
- Phillip Mullen, Postgraduate Research Student, Newcastle University
- Liz Jones, Postgraduate Research Student, University of Northumbria
- Andrew White, Director of Stonewall Cymru (Chair)
- Edith England, Researcher at Cardiff University and Shelter Cymru
- Alicja Zalesinska, Director of Tai Pawb
- Janice Stevenson, Development Officer, LGBT Youth Cymru
- Phillip Mullen, Postgraduate Research Student, Newcastle University
- Lisa Cordery-Bruce, Specialist Community Public Health Nurse (Child Health) at Switched On Substance Misuse Service
- Adam Jones, Public Health Practitioner – Policy at Public Health Wales
- Jen Daffin, Chair of Psychologists for Social Change
- Emily Jenkins, Project Coordinator for End Youth Homelessness Cymru
- Hugh Russell, Project Manager of End Youth Homelessness Cymru

Prevention of Homelessness

Much of the group’s discussion focussed on the specific steps that could be taken to prevent LGBTQ+ youth homelessness. Conversations with representatives of homelessness-focussed organisations, such as the Albert Kennedy Trust in England and the Rock Trust in Scotland, were instructive, providing an insight into what effective and sensitive service delivery looks like for young LGBTQ+ people at risk of homelessness. The group also discussed the issue of prevention at a wider level, before the intervention of homelessness-focussed organisations was necessary.

The group spoke with Annie Emery, Director of Operations for the Albert Kennedy Trust (AKT), an English organisation which provides support and accommodation to young LGBTQ+ people who are homeless or at risk of homelessness. Annie’s input was particularly instructive on the subjects of prevention and youth engagement. With 14-18 year olds comprising 40% of their service user group, AKT are developing an expertise in engaging early to prevent youth homelessness in the LGBTQ+ community.74

In order to achieve this early engagement, AKT have found that it is crucial to have a digital presence with which young people can connect. To this end, they have created a digital mentoring project, which offers an effective mechanism for getting to young people with whom they might otherwise struggle to engage (e.g. those living far from where they offer traditional services). AKT also use social media live sessions, e.g. live chats on Facebook with experts talking on trans issues, benefits etc. for young people to engage with. The live chat service on their website has proven very effective, with pop ups asking people if they want to chat. They work to an online safeguarding policy co-developed with NSPCC.

Young people who have worked with AKT have told them that they have found it helpful to have conversations with experts before they broach the topic of their sexual orientation or gender identity at home. Building on this, AKT have developed an online service called Your Toolkit, offering resources written by young people for others in need of information or support, which includes advice on coming out to family, as well as practical steps on how to approach the council for help with homelessness, if necessary.75

The issue of school-based preventative work was one which came up frequently within the group’s discussion. The group were firmly supportive of schools teaching their pupils about LGBTQ+ issues and examples of good practice in this regard were noted. These included the resources Stonewall Cymru have developed for schools to use, including Creating a Trans Inclusive School, a bilingual publication partly funded by Welsh Government.76 Support for young people, or a lack thereof, at school, through referral to LGBTQ+ or homelessness services, for instance, was noted as a significant factor in young people’s experiences in the research undertaken by EYHC. The plans to ensure that relationship and sex education lessons are LGBTQ+ inclusive in Wales was welcomed by the group.

AKT work in schools with services targeted at 12-13 year olds aiming to make connections with young people, as well as ensuring that the school staff know that they are there if their expertise is required and providing training to those staff.

Rachel Benson stated that there is a need for increased support for parents and families of young LGBTQ+...
The issue of LGBTQ+ specific supported accommodation was discussed within the group and welcomed, as it was felt that for young people who may have faced intolerance from peers when accessing existing, non-specific accommodation, the possibility of living in a shared-LGBTQ+ space could offer a more positive experience. Philip Mullen stated that within his research the young LGBTQ+ people who experience homelessness had, in almost every case, faced rejection, isolation and stigma for being LGBTQ+. He also found that many of these youth valued interacting with a diverse group of LGBTQ+ young people with a range of identities, as this supported them to explore identities that in some cases better reflected the way they felt about their identity. For this reason he recommended that LGBTQ+ specific supported accommodation should be provided to reflect the importance of accepting peer support networks to these youth, alongside how these specific services would shield LGBTQ+ young people from homophobia and transphobia.

Proactive Offers of Privacy

A key issue which the group focussed on was that of homelessness services using open environments to discuss sensitive issues. Philip Mullen stated that his fieldwork repeatedly found that a lack of privacy within homelessness and governmental services (e.g. Housing Options Services) made young people uncomfortable with disclosing their needs that resulted from their identities. This reflected a wider need for cultural change to make homelessness services more inclusive and aware of LGBTQ+ young people. In response to this issue, Andrew White noted that when he worked on the Welsh Language Board working with the Health sector, he looked at the health needs of first language Welsh speakers and worked to ensure that a proactive offer of a service in Welsh would be made up front.

Andrew explained that public bodies are under legal duty to collect data on sexual orientation and gender identity in Wales, but it was crucial that this was done sensitively. As such, a clear recommendation from the group is that private space should be proactively offered to all young people presenting to homelessness services.

Improvements to Mental Health Support

Youth homelessness and mental ill health are closely related issues: the findings of the joint Llamau/Cardiff University SEYHoPe research revealed that an alarming 87.8% of young people with experience of homelessness had a psychiatric disorder compared to 32.3% of young people in the general population. Experiencing mental ill health can be both a cause and a consequence of homelessness and makes moving on challenging. As a group who, in most cases, have experienced discrimination and often familial rejection, LGBTQ+ young people who experience homelessness are at particularly high risk of experiencing mental ill health. Mental health services need to be cognisant of these additional experiences, as well as the practical hurdles faced by young homeless people. The group found that this was not always the case though. The group discussed a number of barriers faced by homeless young people when accessing mental health services, particularly the leap between CAMHS (child and adolescent mental health services) and adult services.

Involving partner organisations

The Rock Trust informed the group about the LGBT Charter Mark developed by LGBT Youth Scotland, which is a programme of training accompanied by a review of policies, practice and resources to ensure that organisations such as schools, public and third sector bodies are not only meeting legislative requirements but are as inclusive as they can be. Gary McMillan from the Rock Trust told the group that the awards were challenging and require change, with Rock Trust having recently completed its silver award with changes to policies and social media. Practical steps they have taken include nominations of LGBT champions in every department of the organisation and training of all staff, whether frontline or otherwise. Confirmation of progression through the process is only granted upon receipt of satisfactory responses in a survey of young service users, which asks questions like ‘Do you mask or downplay who you are when you come to the Rock Trust?’ and ‘Do you feel that the Rock Trust is an inclusive organisation?’. The Rock Trust’s link-up with LGBT Youth Scotland is an excellent example of partnership working between a youth homelessness organisation and an LGBT youth organisation. Beyond their work on the charter, the two organisations are influencing changes to policy in Scotland, with LGBT Youth Scotland represented on the steering group of the Scottish youth homelessness coalition, A Way Home Scotland, which Rock Trust lead.

Hannah Rowan outlined the work undertaken by VIVA LGBT, which is the longest running LGBT youth group in Wales and part of the West Rhyl Young People’s Project, with services across the north east of Wales. She said that the project provides group and 1:1 support, raises awareness of LGBT issues in schools and provides support to families. VIVA LGBT is increasingly facing calls for support from younger people and currently offer support for 11 -25 year-olds. They are also increasingly called upon to support other agencies, including requests from primary schools to support teaching staff & families.
Although not a specifically homelessness-focussed organisation, Viva LGBT are finding that homelessness is a recurrent feature in the lives of the young people they support. Similarly, mental ill-health is a concern for many of their clients, with high levels of anxiety common alongside other, often undiagnosed, conditions. Viva LGBT’s family work seeks to prevent and address stresses within families to avoid homelessness. Beyond this, they are working to improve understanding about LGBTQ+ people among staff doing frontline work.

VWA LGBT’s work with young people goes beyond that of a typical youth group; Hannah described it as about offering LGBTQ+ young people the opportunity of being in a majority when in a group, not a minority – a powerful, affirming experience in the lives of the young people they work with. The sense of security offered by the provision of a space in which young people can express themselves is very important.

Other organisations noted as being useful contacts for homelessness organisations and local authorities were Gendered Intelligence and Unique, a transgender network operating in north Wales.

Visibility and Practical Steps

The group discussed a number of examples of good practice where organisations have installed gender-neutral facilities.82 By making physical spaces more inclusive, the environment becomes more inclusive and safe for all who wish to use them.

The result of their partnership with LGBT Youth Scotland and their visual demonstration of support for LGBTQ+ rights has been an increase in the numbers of LGBTQ+ young people accessing their service, with 18% of people in their supported accommodation and 21% of all of their emergency presentations being young people from LGBTQ+ community.

The group was clear that there were dangers of visibly demonstrating inclusivity, if a clear understanding of the needs of LGBTQ+ young people was not properly embedded within organisations. Policies such as a zero-tolerance approach to harassment or abuse must be firmly adhered to, to garner the confidence of the LGBTQ+ community. However, if done correctly, as seen in Scotland, the result can be a service in which LGBTQ+ young people can place their trust and move on swiftly and effectively from homelessness.

Andrew White noted that the default response of many LGBTQ+ individuals is to stay in the closet until they feel safe. By taking steps to visibly demonstrate support for LGBTQ+ rights (Adam Jones suggested that rainbow lanyards as an example) people can be put at ease, but tokenism must be avoided.

Involving Young People

Involving young people in the decisions that affect their lives is key to the approach taken to ending LGBTQ+ youth homelessness. The group made a number of suggestions of existing practice to improve future engagement with young people.

A strategy that has been effectively trialled with addiction groups and could have some useful application amongst LGBTQ+ young people who have been made homeless is the development of role model schemes (see for example Recovery Cymru).83 By developing peer support networks, providers of services to LGBTQ+ youth (both within the homelessness sector and elsewhere) can ensure that new service users have someone they can look up to who they know has been through similar experiences to them.

Stonewall Cymru offer a number of opportunities which could enable young people to develop skills, networks and confidence, which might be invaluable in preventing or moving on from homelessness. These include a young campaigners programme and a youth placement scheme, which matches young people with LGBTQ-inclusive employers.84

Albert Kennedy Trust hold two key youth engagement events annually. A Youth Strategy Day involves working with a tight cohort of about 12 people that work on strategy, honing in an areas of work that they want to see AKT focus on. They then hold a Youth Conference for LGBTQ+ young people and their allies. Engagement is otherwise often undertaken with young people online, via emails about new campaigns and Facebook polls. They have recruited a Youth Engagement Officer, who will develop further opportunities for young people to influence the organisation’s direction, exploring a youth trustee board, for example.

As a researcher, Philip Mullen, described engagement with LGBTQ+ young people who have experienced homelessness as a challenge. He suggested that it was important that something positive comes out of the experience for the young person and that it is crucial to communicate that they will be helping other young people. Future researchers of this group need to understand that these young people have experienced rejection, in many cases, so any participation in research must be treated sensitively and results fed back to participants.

In the experience of Rachel Benson, of TransForm Cymru, young people need support to understand their rights, so they feel empowered to demand the services they need. Youth workers, support workers, advocates and teachers need to have solid knowledge of children’s rights to enable them to challenge and support to ensure access to services. Similarly, a strong understanding of LGBTQ+ issues can make a huge difference to the abilities of youth-facing workers to help those they are supporting to access support from elsewhere. As a practical example, support staff can help young trans people to change their name via deed poll or statutory declaration and update relevant documents, such as passports.

How to make LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness Everybody’s Business

A key goal for the group was to consider how to make LGBTQ+ youth homelessness everybody’s business, i.e. what steps to take in order to raise public awareness and ensure that public bodies and beyond take responsibility for addressing the issue.

Local Authority Strategies

Local authority homelessness strategies and related strategic documents were mentioned a number of times by the group. In some cases these make no reference to the LGBTQ+ community, nor their increased likelihood of becoming homeless (although this is not the case everywhere: the Gwent homelessness review 2018, for example, sets out some detail on gaps in knowledge and where these authorities can improve on the issue).85 Reference
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to the specific needs of LGBTQ+ young people at a strategic level should lead to improvements in the level of service offered to this group.

Using Data

The group discussed how best to use data to raise awareness of the issue of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness. All were clear that the quantitative data in Wales is an area for improvement but that qualitative data – young people’s stories – presented hugely powerful drivers for change and should not be disregarded. Where statistics are available, such as those provided by AKT’s work, they can be presented in such a way as to bring home the scale of the situation (e.g. 1 in 4 young people who experience homelessness are LGBTQ+).

Action Plans

The group heard from local authority representatives that action plans for homelessness teams would be a great help, laying out what they needed to change to become more inclusive and better support LGBTQ+ young people. The homelessness network was discussed as providing a good opportunity to share LAs’ progress on the development of these.

Gaps in Understanding

As a relatively poorly researched area, there are a number of gaps in our understanding and areas for further inquiry. These include:

Sex workers

The research which accompanies this report has highlighted some of the issues around sexual exploitation, in particular ‘survival sex’, experienced by young LGBTQ+ people who have been made homeless, but has not touched in particular on non-exploitative sex work. The group highlighted this as a particular knowledge gap, though useful information can be inferred from related studies. In particular, a 2015 study by Sagar et al interviewed 40 sex workers in south Wales, finding that the majority of their sample had experienced multiple periods of homelessness (with eviction following accumulation of rent arrears cited as the most common causal factor). 11 of the 40 respondents stated that they were LGBT. A separate 2014 study by Sagar et al for Sex Work Research Wales also interviewed sex workers in the South Wales area and found that out of their sample of 44 participants 31 had been homeless. It is clear from these studies that there is a strong link between homelessness and sex work and that, in these cases LGBT people are disproportionately likely to engage in sex work. Further research would help to improve understanding of these links.

Gender and health outcomes

The group raised the issue that, although work has been undertaken on the gaps in health outcomes between homeless men and women, LGBTQ+ people are an understudied group in this regard, with most work in this field offering a binary gender representation and no consideration of sexual identity.

Prevalence

A theme of discussion for the group was the lack of data on the prevalence of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness. Useful studies from the Albert Kennedy Trust and others have gone some way to illuminating the overrepresentation of LGBTQ+ people in youth homelessness data but further work on understanding the extent of the issue in Wales is a necessity if the right level of service response is to be made available. Data collection is covered in greater detail in the EYHC research paper.

Intersectionality

Beyond gender there are a number of other areas of intersection with LGBTQ+ youth homelessness that the group flagged as being in need of further study, specifically:

- Economic disadvantage and LGBTQ+ youth homelessness: Poverty and youth homelessness are closely linked. Senior Research Fellow at Heniot Watt University, Beth Watts, is quoted in the Wales Centre for Public Policy’s 2018 Preventing Youth Homelessness report as saying: “Any prevention strategy or plan must recognise that the roots of youth homelessness are child poverty.” Linked to this, UHRS’s 2014 paper ‘An Examination of Poverty and Sexual Orientation in the UK’ noted an increased risk of poverty among LGBTQ people. Further work is needed on the issue in a Welsh context, with a particular emphasis on understanding how we can address poverty among LGBTQ+ people and their families, as an approach to reducing the stresses on households which may lead to a young person being kicked out.

- Race and LGBTQ+ youth homelessness: Shelter Cymru research in Wales has found that “some people from BME communities are likely to suffer (homelessness) disproportionately compared to the rest of the population as they face additional barriers to those faced by the White Welsh majority.” Elsewhere in the UK, a report by Galop identifies a range of potential harms which LGBT people from BAME communities are at risk of experiencing, including homelessness: “Conflict at home or anti-LGBT abuse from family members is still a major cause of homelessness for young LGBT BME people. While faith is a source of strength for many young people, it can also play a part in shaping negative views of family leading up to a LGBT young person leaving or being thrown out of home. That can involve visits from religious figures, restriction on their dress/movement to prevent them socialising with other LGBT people, or prayers by the local community to ‘cure’ them.”

Part 6: Conclusion and Recommendations

“Under international human rights law and in keeping with (UN) Sustainable Development Goals, States have an immediate obligation to effectively address homelessness, and must take immediate steps to address as a matter of priority its underlying structural causes towards its elimination by 2030. Within that context, the measures adopted by national and local governments must prevent LGBT youth from becoming homeless, ensure that housing policies and programmes be inclusive of LGBT persons and address the needs of LGBT youth.”

Conclusion

Overall, the situation is a bleak one for many LGBTQ+ young people who become homeless in Wales in 2019. They face stigma, abuse, misgendering and a range of harms and threats beyond even those that non-LGBTQ+ people face when made homeless. However, there is a great desire from service providers to learn more and to offer support which can address some of the particular needs of young LGBTQ+ people, with a demand for training and better understanding of specific services with whom local authorities and others can work in partnership with. There is a range of good practice available to learn from elsewhere in the world, as shown in our study by the likes of the Albert Kennedy Trust in England and the partnership between the Rock Trust and LGBT Youth Scotland in Edinburgh. Welsh Government have demonstrated support for initiatives to help young LGBTQ+ people facing homelessness by providing funding for a partnership project between Llamau, Denbighshire Council, Viva LGBT and a mental health specialist in Rhyl, which will offer accommodation and support. Strategic direction on the issue is needed however, at both national and local scale. In particular, more investment in preventative services, such as an Upstream provision, would help to improve our abilities as a society to intervene earlier and prevent young people becoming homeless.


**Recommendations:**

1. Welsh Government’s 10 year strategy to tackle homelessness comes to an end this year. Any future Welsh Government strategy should address LGBTQ+ Youth Homelessness specifically, drawing upon the findings of this report, plus consultation with young people, LGBTQ+ groups and service providers to make LGBTQ+ youth homelessness rare, brief and non-recurrent.

2. We recommend that Welsh Government support the trial of an Upstream-style service, whereby schools work with youth homelessness specialists to identify young people at risk of homelessness. Schools offer an excellent opportunity to prevent youth homelessness or intervene early to help young people access appropriate support and this approach would directly address the concerns of many young people who feel earlier intervention would have helped them. This would not need to directly address the gender identity or sexual orientation of those completing the survey, but would enable schools to pick up on tensions at home and introduce appropriate support to prevent homelessness.

3. Welsh Government should request data from Local Authorities on the numbers of LGBTQ+ people accessing homelessness services. This data should be presented in a fashion that allows for cross referencing by age, so that the scale of LGBTQ+ youth homelessness can begin to be understood and the effectiveness of efforts to reduce it demonstrated. It is crucial that this is done in a sensitive fashion, so monitoring questions should be co-designed with the LGBTQ+ community and data should only be used for specific, stated purposes.

4. Local Authorities should revisit their Statutory Homelessness Reviews and 5 Year Homelessness Strategies in light of these findings. They should consult with local LGBTQ+ groups, and ensure that there is a strategic commitment and agreed approach to reducing LGBTQ+ youth homelessness in their areas.

5. LGBTQ+ specific supported housing services, where young LGBTQ+ people who have been made homeless can feel comfortable and safe should be developed. It is recommended that Local Authority commissioners learn from and replicate the progress of the LGBTQ+ specific supported accommodation project in Rhyl, funded by Welsh Government’s Innovation Fund and delivered in partnership by Viva, Llamau and Denbighshire Council.

6. Local authorities should ensure that they are aware of and linked in with the youth groups in their areas and that financial support is available to them, as necessary. Existing youth services, which cater for LGBTQ+ young peoples’ needs to socialise, learn and form communities within safe spaces are precious and should be protected, funded appropriately and encouraged to develop, ensuring that, should they experience homelessness, young LGBTQ+ people have a trusted agency to turn to.

7. Local authorities, third sector providers and health practitioners working with young people should commission training from LGBTQ+ organisations to ensure that their staff feel fully confident when working with young LGBTQ+ people and know where to refer for specialist interventions. Improved understanding across Wales would reduce intolerance and ensure problems were picked up earlier, reducing the numbers of young people entering crisis.

8. Local authorities and third-sector agencies should consider ways to make homelessness services more welcoming and inclusive of LGBTQ+ people. Visible commitments to equality (including trans equality), employing staff with lived experience and early intervention, for instance with homelessness services having a presence at Pride events or visiting LGBTQ+ youth groups, would all promote engagement. It is important to remember that trans youth are a distinct group from LGBTQ+ youth as a whole, and do not necessarily “read” LGBTQ+ materials as inclusive of them, so this should be taken into account (by displaying the trans flag alongside LGBTQ+ flags, for example).

9. organisations working with young people should provide gender-neutral toilets. This is a simple way to ensure that no LGBTQ+ young person feels uncomfortable accessing any element of the service provided.

10. Young people presenting to homelessness services should be proactively offered a private space in which to talk to staff members about their reasons for presenting. This is a straightforward way to help young people to feel more comfortable discussing their experiences.

11. More research on this subject is required to help us to better understand young LGBTQ+ people’s needs in Wales. In particular, this could focus on improving understanding of survival sex (among LGBTQ+ young people and others), as well as intersectionality with other issues, e.g. economic disadvantage, race, disability.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Questions to Young People

Below is the list of co-designed questions asked by peer researchers.

Questions for End Youth Homelessness LGBTQ+ Research

Research Aim

We want this research to give us evidence which we can use to recommend changes which will:

* Make it easier to prevent young people from the LGBTQ+ Community becoming homeless
* Make it easier for those who do become homeless receive help which is suitable for their needs

1. Where are you from originally?
2. Where are you living at the moment?
3. Could you tell us about your experience of being made homeless?
4. Could you tell us about anything that you think might have stopped you from becoming homeless?
5. Do you think that being from the LGBTQ+ community has anything to do with you becoming homeless?
6. What sort of support did you receive as a homeless person (for example, from the council or from homelessness charities)?
7. Did you discuss gender and sexuality with any of the organisations that have supported you? Can you tell us about how this went?
8. Did any service try and help you to stay at home?
   a) If so, did you feel like they understood LGBTQ+ issues?
9. Did you find your school or college helpful when you were made homeless?
10. Have you ever used social media, such as Facebook, or apps, like Grindr, to get a place to stay for the night?
11. Have you ever stayed with anyone who made you feel uncomfortable or at risk of harm, in order to keep a roof over your head?

We think there are a lot of links between mental health and homelessness and we’d like to know more about these links for people from the LGBTQ+ community, in particular;

12. Could you tell us about how becoming homeless affected your mental health?
13. Could you tell us about your experiences of getting help for your mental health?
14. Did your school or college help you to better understand or deal with issues around your sexuality or gender identity?
15. If you had the chance to sit down with the First Minister of Wales and ask him to change things to prevent young people from the LGBTQ+ community becoming homeless, what would you ask him to change?
16. If you could make any changes to the services available to young people who have already been made homeless, what would they be?
17. Tell me what you would change for yourself, personally, right now. What changes would make your life better at the moment?
18. Finally, is there anything else you’d like to tell us?
Appendix B: Survey to Practitioners

A list of the questions asked of practitioners who come into contact with young people at risk of homelessness.

1. Do you record the gender identity of people who present to your service?
   a) If yes, what options do you offer?
2. Do you record whether the gender identity of people who present to your service is the same as that which was assigned to them at birth?
3. Do you record the sexuality of people who present to your service?
   a) If yes, what options do you offer?
4. Does your organisation offer training which focuses specifically on sexuality and gender?
5. Do you feel that you understand the specific needs of LGBTQ+ young people (i.e. 16-25) who present to your service?
6. Do you feel that your service offers a welcoming environment for LGBTQ+ young people?
   a) If so, please give details
7. Does your service offer any tailored, LGBTQ+-specific options?
   a) If so, please give details
8. Do you ever refer people who present to you to LGBTQ+ services?
   a) If so, please give details
9. Finally, do you have any ideas for changes that could be made to improve your service for LGBTQ+ young people?